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Zhengzhou Vozhong Electronic Weighing Apparatus Co., Ltd., 
 

Company Profile 
 

Zhengzhou Vozhong Electronic Weighing Apparatus Co., Ltd., referred to as “Vozhong 
Weighing Apparatus”, is the original “Zhengzhou Tianheng Electronic Technology Co., Ltd.”, 
“Zhengzhou Zhongda Electronic Weighing Apparatus Co., Ltd.”, “Zhengzhou Tianheng 
Zhongda Weighing Apparatus Co., Ltd.” and “ Zhengzhou Chenxu Electronic Technology 
Co., Ltd.”  has been transformed into a production enterprise integrating research, 
development, production and sales of industrial scales and environmental protection 
equipment. Since its establishment many years ago, the company has been firmly 
committed to scientific and technological innovation and is committed to product research 
and development and application. It has been continuously investing in R&D and production 
in the field of industrial scales and environmental protection equipment, and promoted the 
development of the industrial scale manufacturing industry in the era of 4.0. 
 
 The company's main products are divided into two categories: industrial scales, 
environmental dust removal equipment. Industrial scales mainly include: wheel loader 
electronic scales, OCS series electronic crane scales, SCS series electronic truck scales, 
driving scales, platform scales, slaughter scales, grab scales, forklift scales, roller scales, 
axle weight gauges, animal husbandry scales, etc.; The environmental dust removal 
equipment mainly includes: on-site dust monitoring system, electronic fog gun dust collector, 
construction car wash platform, enclosure spray system, tower crane spray system, artificial 
fog system and supporting IoT control platform. 
  
The company has established a perfect quality assurance system and has been awarded 
“AAA Credit Enterprise”, “Alibaba Network Quality Supplier” and “Baidu Network Security 
Certification Enterprise” for many times, and passed the “ISO 9001:2008 Quality 
Management System” and “ BS OHSAS 18001:2007 Occupational Health Management 
System, “ISO 14001:2004 Environmental Management System” “CE” and many other 
certifications, in addition to the company's patents in the field of industrial scales and 
environmental protection equipment. 
  
The company's overseas market accounts for 45% of the total market, and the products are 
exported to the United States, Canada, Europe, Australia, Africa, Asia and other countries. 
 
Every day is a new beginning. Vozhong people constantly surpass themselves and adhere 
to the development philosophy of “Based on innovation, focus on quality, honest service, 
sincere cooperation and common development” to provide customers with personalized 
and optimal weighing system solutions for customers. Provide better quality and more 
professional technology, products and services. Keep improving and be a conscience 
product, Vozhong will work harder in the future. 
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 Ⅰ                     WHEEL LOADER SCALE 

1                        Z17 Series Wheel Loader Scale 

 
Model Z17-MP 

Brand VOZ 
Version Flagship stand-alone version Flagship online version 
Range 1 ton to 12 tons 
Model Suitable for any type of loader 
Print Built-in thermal printer 
Warranty one year 

Free gift computer / mobile client 
 
   Commonly used in: railways, mines, ports, ingredients, sand farms, etc. 
1.Introduction of VOZ Ultimate (Z17-MP) wheel loader electronic scale:With the increasing 
demand of customers and the rise of the Internet of Things, the company has successively 
upgraded our products, developed a new intelligent network loader electronic weighing 
system Z17-MP type, upgraded the black and white display to a color display, and added 
various intelligent and voice reports, U disk data transmission, support network platform 
docking management (such as: WeChat, mobile APP, PC client, real-time monitoring of 
online weighing data), is a more intelligent automatic weighing scale, this equipment not 
only In addition to high precision and good stability, it is more advanced in terms of storing 
data and weighing the use range. 
 
Flagship stand-alone version (VOZ-Z17MP) 

 

◆ Beautiful appearance 

◆ Overall system upgrade 

◆Easy operation and convenience 

◆Quick metering and weighing 

◆Higher accuracy and accuracy 

◆ longer service life 

◆Customized function customization 

◆ Data storage is safer 

product properties 
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Model: Flagship stand-alone version (VOZ-Z17MP), flagship online version (VOZ-
Z17WMP) 

Dimensions: 215*200*250mm 
Weighing range: 0-60000T 
Graduation value: 1kg, 2kg, 5kg, 10kg, 50kg 
Weighing method: Fully automatic dynamic weighing 
Protection level: IP61 
System voltage: 10V-60V ultra wide working voltage 
Instrument screen : 7 inch 800*480 true color screen 
Printing equipment: Built-in imported thermal printer 
Working temperature: -25°C - 85°C 
Accuracy level: ±0.3 - 0.8% 

Flagship Network Edition (VOZ-Z17WMP) 

◆ Increase network transmission function 

◆GPS positioning, track playback 

◆ Remote data monitoring printing 

◆Many vehicles are centrally managed 

◆ docking enterprise ERP system 

◆Multi-end operation choice 

◆Secondary development according to demand 

What is the cloud weighing system? 

◆Universal Cloud Weighing Platform: Connected wheel loader electronic scale 

communication protocol via GPRS/WIFI network 

◆Data upload/double direction communication: automatic upload of weighing data, 

parameter cloud backup to release information to the device 

◆Remote weighing calibration: remote weighing calibration, replacing on-site calibration, 

quickly solving customer problems and improving efficiency 

◆Real-time monitoring/track playback: Real-time monitoring of devices, judging whether 

abnormal work, viewing device working track 

◆Data query / analysis statistics: weighing data query, analysis and statistical weighing 

data export and printing 

◆Client automatic upgrade: software automatically updates to avoid installing WeChat 

client multiple times） 
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2   VOZ-XK3901-1 Seventh Generation Wheel Loader Electronic Scale 

 
VOZ-XK3901-1 seventh generation wheel loader electronic scale (weighing system) 

product overview: 
This product is a high-precision dynamic measuring equipment; it can weigh coal or 

coke, non-ferrous ore, earthwork, granite or marble, sand, gravel brick, industrial and 
civil waste, the number of excavated materials and building materials, etc. . It consists of 
hydraulic sensor and weighing instrument, full-branch metering, automatic accumulation 
without manual intervention, weighing instrument can adjust Chinese information such 
as measuring unit, overweight, cargo variety, etc., and can directly print, precision error 
Can be controlled at 1%, regardless of imported and domestic models of various types 
of loaders can be loaded and installed. 

Technical Parameters:  
1. Accumulated load weight setting and display, reminder function. 
2, single bucket weight weighing and accumulation, display function. 
3, model selection or input function and car number entry function. 
4. Operator, loader number and loading code input function. 
5, working time (year, month, day, hour, minute) record function. 
6, the basic data storage, print function. 
7, the instrument is all stainless steel shell, anti-collision, anti-corrosion, dustproof. 
8, using dynamic sampling and fuzzy algorithm to achieve dynamic calibration and 

dynamic weighing, no need to stop, automatic weighing during the lifting process. 
9, can enter different customer names in Chinese, up to 1000 storage records. 
10. A single cumulative weight can be queried for 1000 records. 
11, using hydraulic sensors and high-precision A / D converters, higher precision. 
12, using humanized design, after the information is set, the weighing process is 

automatically accumulated, no manual operation is required. 
13, using a 240 × 128 dot matrix large-screen LCD display, clear display. 
14, full Chinese menu prompts and Chinese help information. 
15. All Chinese Pinyin input, you can enter any unit name, cargo type, overweight, 

and other information and print. 
16, can be set to automatic zero or manual zero. 
17, the instrument backlight display, button backlight display, convenient for night or 

tunnel use. 
18. With a remote data transmission system, it is convenient for users to request 

data from different places. (GPRS) 
The seventh generation of transfer machine electronic scale technical parameters 
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Accuracy: single shovel ± (0.5-1%), average ± 1%, in line with the international 
metrology organization OIML51Y (B) accuracy standards. 

Display division value: 1kg/5kg/10kg/20kg 
Working voltage: 12±30% VDC 
Working temperature: LCD display -25 ° C to 80 ° C 
Minimum calibration weighing: 200kg 
Electronic scale range: 100kg - 100000kg 

Electronic scale display: clear LED liquid crystal display or fluorescent display 
(140x88mm) 

The seventh generation of transfer machine electronic scale technical 
parameters 

1 Accuracy single shovel ± (0.5-1%), average ± 1%, in line 
with the international metrology organization 
OIML51Y (B) accuracy standards. 

2 Display division 
value 

1kg/5kg/10kg/20kg 

3 Working voltage 12±30% VDC 
4 Working 

temperature 
LCD display -25 ° C to 80 ° C 

5 Minimum calibration 
weighing 

200kg 

6 Electronic scale 
range 

100kg - 100000kg 

7 Electronic scale 
display 

clear LED liquid crystal display or fluorescent 
display (140x88mm) 

First, product advantages: 
Independent products, high quality, products passed ISO: 9000 quality certification. 

With own production base, it integrates product research and development → 
production → integrated marketing. Research and develop products according to 
customer needs to meet customer requirements. 

 
Second, the cost performance advantage: 
The company has a complete technical team and the own strategic cooperation 

suppliers, can take the unique advantage in product cost, technology cost, parts supply 
cost, to ensure the customer's unique price advantage in the region. 

 
Third, the brand advantage: 
After nearly ten years of development, our products have been spread all over the 

world and have been well received by customers. In the global industrial weighing field, 
it has formed a good brand image and its own unique product quality advantages. 

 
Fourth, after-sales advantages: 
Vozhong company's products have developed a series of perfect after-sales service 

rules. Vozhong is committed to ensuring the quality of the products and providing 
reliable after-sales protection for the partners. Let every customer get rid of all the 
worries. First of all, the repair parts are supplied at 20% of the ex-factory price. Each 
product produced by our company has a service file and implements tracking service. In 
the summer and winter, technicians are sent back to the users, and assisted the users 
for product maintenance and repair, so as to ensure that customers choose our 
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products without any aftercare. The after-sales personnel help the customer to 
determine the cause of the fault in a timely manner, and quickly give a solution to the 
problem. The processing that can be handled at that time, at that time, can not be 
processed at that time, with the consent of the customer, take all measures that can be 
implemented to ensure the operation of the equipment. 

 
 
3              ZZJ-T8000 Eighth Generation Wheel Loader Scale 

 
ZZJ-T8000 wheel loader electronic scale (weighing system) product overview: 
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The Wheel Loader Electronic Scale is a loader weighing device integrated with the 
mechanical control part of the wheel loader to achieve weighing during the loader's 
travel. It is weighed by monitoring the predetermined weighing position with a proximity 
switch and converting the hydraulic pressure into the weight of the load in the bucket. 
When the loader loads the bulk cargo, the method of estimating the gravity line is used 
to calculate the weight of the loaded goods. This method has the characteristics of large 
error, large randomness and inconvenient management. If you load more than one load, 
it will cause direct economic loss and overload transportation. If you load less, it will 
reduce the transportation efficiency and damage the customer's interests. 

 
The wheel loader electronic scale is a kind of measuring device that combines the user's 
need to weigh the bulk material in practical applications. It can be used for vehicle 
loading metering, load limiting metering and earthwork metering. It consists of a sensor 
and a weighing indicator that can be metered dynamically or statically. Weighing 
instruments can print date, time, display tare, zero, store weight data and information, 
etc. Weighing does not affect normal loading work. According to the specified procedure, 
the accuracy error can be controlled at 1%, and it can be installed regardless of 
imported or domestically produced loaders. 

Ⅱ      CRANE SCALE 

4              Stainless Steel Shell Direct View Electronic Crane Scale 

 
1. Direct Display/Direct View Electronic Crane Scale 

Direct view electronic crane scale features: 
The electronic direct view crane scale can be divided into the scale body direct view type 
(that is the sensor and the scale body integrated), the wired operation box view (the crane 
operation control), the large screen view and the wireless transmission meter view (can be 
Microcomputer networking) four. 
 
OCS-XS-XZ series direct-view electronic crane scale is combined with reliable advanced 
hardware circuit and scientific software. It adopts AT series single-chip microprocessor, 
high-speed and high-precision A/D conversion technology, and is designed by experts to 
shake the compensation circuit. Fast, precise and stable. With strong anti-interference 
ability, it can be widely used in various measurement occasions such as trade settlement, 
industrial and mining enterprises and storage terminals. 
 

※Open and close the back design, it is more convenient to replace the battery 
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※The hook can be rotated 360 degrees, which is safe and convenient. 

※High-strength aluminum-magnesium alloy precision die-casting, beautiful and light 

※With weight retention, zero return and division value switching function 

※ 5-digit LED digital view with a height of 40mm and LED backlight, especially suitable for 

occasions where indoor light changes strongly 
 
Direct view crane scale technical indicators: 

※Rated working environment temperature -10 °C ~ 45 °C 

※Environmental temperature buffer -30°C~85°C 

※Environmental humidity ≤90%R.H 

※View specifications 5-digit 30mm (1.2") LED view 

※ Reading stability time <5.0S 

※Accuracy level (execution standard GB/T11883-2002) 

※Power supply mode 6V/4.5Ah rechargeable battery, continuous use more than 60 hours 

for one charging. 
Direct view crane scale measurement requirements: 
A/repetition: For the same load, the difference between multiple weighing results should 
not be greater than the absolute value of the maximum allowable error of the weighing. 
B/rotation: The load is vertically hoisted at a level of 360o; the indication error of any angle 
of rotation within the range shall comply with the regulations. 
C/eccentric load: The electronic hanging scale with multiple suspension points shall 
comply with the provisions of 4.5.2 of JJG555-1996. 
D/multi-indicator: The difference between the indications of the different indicator devices 
and the printing device of the electronic crane scale should be zero. 
E/error distribution: When testing each module of the electronic crane scale separately, 
the error distribution shall be carried out according to the provisions of 4.4.4 of JJG555-
1996. 
Crane trolley crane scale 
High safety: pure steel shell, high-strength hook-and-loop rings and special weighing 
sensors ensure greater safety. 
Advanced technology: High-quality large-scale integrated circuits ensure deliberate 
metering performance and long-term stability. 
Wide applicability: widely used in warehousing, prevention, metallurgy, casting and other 
industries. 
Simple operation: The infrared remote control design makes the operation of distance and 
distance as simple and convenient.) 
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5                          TG200 Direct View Crane Scale 

 
OCS-XT-XZ (TG series) direct-view electronic crane scale features: 
● Good dynamic weighing performance, which does not affect the weighing effect due to 
the shaking of heavy objects. 
● Automatic voltage display for power on and off. 
● 1,000,000 internal resolution brings high precision and high stability. 
● Automatic shutdown function to prevent battery damage caused by shutdown. 
● Overload, underload reminder display, low voltage warning, and reminder when the 
battery capacity is less than 10%. 
● High integration and high reliability. 
● With wireless remote control for easy operation. 
● Accumulation, automatic accumulation, peeling, long-distance peeling, and numerical 
maintenance. 
● The hook and loop is chrome-plated for smooth and rust-proof. 
● Steel case for added durability. 
Remarks Service Description: 
● 30-ton tonnage OCS series, all using T-type microchip sensors, making the weighing 
work more accurate and stable. 
● The scale body instrument adopts automatic protection function XK3901-10P type, 
XK3902-UP type, CX09P-1 type, new display instrument, which is more durable and 
durable. 
● The large-tonnage electronic crane scale of 30 tons or more must be ordered seven 
working days in advance, and the detailed price and product specifications are indicated on 
the contract. 
● Reliable after-sales service, our company can guarantee the timely after-sales guarantee 
that your company is satisfied. 
● Our company's products are of high quality and low price, and the products are superior 
to other similar products in actual use. 
● Each product produced by our company has a service file and implements tracking 
service. In the summer and winter, we will send special personnel to return visits to users, 
and assist users to carry out product maintenance and repair to ensure that customers 
choose our products without any aftercare. 
● After-sales personnel promptly determine the quality of the problem according to the 
customer's response and promptly give the solution to the problem. If it can be handled at 
that time, it can be handled at that time. If it is not handled at the time, all the measures that 
can be implemented are taken to ensure the operation of the equipment. If you need to 
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replace spare parts or equipment, we promise unconditional replacement, all spare parts 
are free during the warranty period. 

Optional range: 3T 5T 10T 20T 
VOZ-TG200 type industrial and mining direct display 
Extremely accurate and extremely long working life 

ST-type steel shell direct-view crane scale 
Product range: 1T 2T 3T 5T 10T 
Steel shell, sturdy and durable 
Cylindrical sensor structure design, imported patch, anti-sway, better stability. 
Features 
● 5-digit 1.2-inch super bright red LED display 
● Two function buttons, accompanying the wireless remote control, easy to operate 
● Imported patch high-precision sensor, the latest programming 
● Weight retention function 
● Wide operating temperature 
● Precision circuit board design, low power consumption, long standby time 
● Board program automatic protection function to prevent misoperation 
● Built-in replaceable large capacity battery 
● Accumulation, peeling, data retention, remote calibration, etc., powerful 
● Product free warranty for one year, the sensor has 3-8 years working life 

Easy-pull battery compartment design with built-in spring top plate for anti-vibration 
Increase the upper ring,the hook is safer and more reliable 
Battery rear hatch, easy battery replacement 
High definition digital tube display, no matter the day and night  
dazzling display, under voltage, stability, charging indication 
Handheld remote control, light and compact, easy to carry, powerful 
Intelligent charger for detecting charging voltage  

4.5Ah  Large capacity brand battery, capacity 4.5Ah） 

6  OCS-XT-XZ (GK) Direct View Steel Shell Direct View Hook Scale 

 
OCS-XT-XZ (GK) direct view scale features: 
● High-brightness digital tube display first, clear reading 
● Excellent dynamic weighing performance, clear reading even in the case of strong 
shaking 
● High-precision, accurate level national standards 
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●  DC6V power supply system, low power consumption rate, long standby time 
●  Remote control peeling, zeroing, accumulating, shutdown and other functions 
●  Remote control to modify technical parameters, remote calibration 
●  The whole scale free warranty for one year (excluding wear and tear) 
●  Non-human failure within one year can be replaced free of charge 
 
Remarks Service Description: 
● More than 30 tons of tonnage OCS series, all using T-type microchip sensors, making 
weighing work more accurate and stable. 
 the scale body instrument adopts the automatic protection function VOZ-UP9000C type, 
the new view instrument is more durable and durable. 
● 30 tons or more large tonnage electronic crane scales must be ordered seven working 
days in advance, detailed price and product specifications on the contract. 
● Reliable after-sales service, because the products used by your company are in the city 
where the manufacturer is located, so the company can guarantee the timely after-sales 
guarantee that your company is satisfied. 
● Our products are of high quality and low price, and the products are superior to other 
similar products in the actual use process. 
● Each product produced by our company has a service file and implements tracking 
service. In the summer and winter, we will send special personnel to return visits to users, 
and assist users to carry out product maintenance and repair, so as to ensure that 
customers choose our products forever. 
● After-sales personnel to the scene to determine the quality reasons in a timely manner, 
quickly give solutions to the problem, can be handled in a timely manner, immediately 
handled, can not be processed in a timely manner, with the consent of the customer, take 
all measures that can be implemented to ensure the operation of the equipment. If you 
need to replace spare parts or equipment, we promise unconditional replacement, all spare 
parts are free during the warranty period. 
 
Zhengzhou Vozhong Electronic Weighing Apparatus Co., Ltd. has formulated the 
principle of after-sales service that we must strictly abide by and enforces it strictly. 
 
● Our company promises that the response time of the worldwide maintenance service 
should not exceed 12 hours. If the customer's use problem cannot be solved in time, the 
online service will be arranged within 48 hours after the “after-sales service plan” is 
determined. 
 
● All the equipment sold, strictly implement the company's requirements, and provide after-
sales value-added services that exceed the manufacturer's standard: guide customers to 
deal with common faults, use tips, maintenance outside the warranty period, and replace 
the spare parts only for the cost. 
 
● Provide software and hardware upgrade services to ensure that equipment accessories 
meet the standards for life. 
 
● If you purchase any of our weighing instruments, you can enjoy other weighing brand 
maintenance services and online services. 
 
● After the repair is completed, the customer will be introduced to the cause of the fault and 
the method of handling. After no problem, the customer will reply with a confirmation. 
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7         ST100-Type Direct View Electronic Crane Scale 

 
The high-precision direct-view electronic crane scale is a universal electronic crane scale 
with extremely wide application and economical price. It is easy to operate. It is easy to use 
and suitable for all kinds of industry departments that need to carry weights. It is suitable for 
various trade settlement occasions. 
The direct-view electronic crane scale consists of hanging parts, high-precision sensors and 
a/d converters and displays developed specifically for crane scales. Ultra-high-brightness 
digital display, clear and bright, and clear readings from far away. Thanks to the unique 
anti-jitter, vibration, and swing intelligent digital filter, the reading stability is good, stable 
time period. Casting the casing, equipped with a handheld remote control, to achieve long-
distance peeling, zeroing, accumulation, value retention, shutdown, etc. Features. Low 
power design allows the battery to last longer. 
ST-type steel shell direct-view crane scale 
Product range: 1T 2T 3T 5T 10T 
Steel shell, sturdy and durable 
Cylindrical sensor structure design, imported patch, anti-sway, better stability. 
Features 
● 5-digit 1.2-inch super bright red LED display 
● Two function buttons, accompanying the wireless remote control, easy to operate 
● Imported patch high-precision sensor, the latest programming 
● Weight retention function 
● Wide operating temperature 
● Precision circuit board design, low power consumption, long standby time 
● Board program automatic protection function to prevent misoperation 
● Built-in replaceable large capacity battery 
● Accumulation, peeling, data retention, remote calibration, etc., powerful 
● Product free warranty for one year, the sensor has 3-8 years working life 
Easy-pull battery compartment design with built-in spring top plate for anti-vibration 
Increase the upper ring,the hook is safer and more reliable 
Battery rear hatch, easy battery replacement 
High definition digital tube display, no matter the day and night dazzling display, under 
voltage, stability, charging indication 
Handheld remote control, light and compact, easy to carry, powerful 
Intelligent charger for detecting charging voltage 
4.5Ah  Large capacity brand battery, capacity 4.5Ah 
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8         High-temperature Resistant Electronic Crane Scale 

 
Metallurgical high temperature electronic crane scale consists of weighing sensor, 
scale body and weighing display. It adopts microprocessor for sampling and data 
processing. It can stabilize the reading within 3~5 seconds when weighing. Press the 
position and weighing of the sensor device. The size can be divided into three types: 
one-piece type, double-threaded column type, and S-type open type. 

【Vozhong electronic crane scale features】 

Can be used with various lifting equipment, with classified printing, accumulative storage, 
large screen display, overload reminder and convenient operation, accurate weighing, high 
resolution, convenient maintenance, low failure, high temperature resistance, long 
transmission distance, high cost performance, etc. Features. 
 

【High temperature electronic crane scale use environment】 

The liquid metal of 1600-1800 ° C can be lifted and weighed in an environment of -30 to 
120 ° C. It can accurately measure in the magnetic field strength of 2.5~3 Oersted and 
dusty environment. Distance between high temperature resistant crane scale and ladle 
solution: 1400 °C - 1.8 m 1600 °C - 2.0 m. 

【Scope of application】Widely used in the weighing of steel, casting, electrolytic 

aluminum workshop ladle, ladle, electrolytic aluminum bag and electromagnetic chuck, etc. 
OCS high temperature anti-magnetic hanging scales are mainly used for weighing 
measurement of high temperature and strong magnetic and multi-dust environments such 
as steel rolling, smelting, aluminum water ladle, ladle, electrolytic aluminum, electrolytic 
copper, electromagnetic suction cup crane, electric furnace iron making. It has 3t, 5t, 10t, 
15t, 20t, 30t, 40t, 50t, 100t, 120t and other specifications, and the precision has reached 
OIML (III) commercial scale standard! 
 

【"Purchase Scale 0 Risk" Commitment】 

1. The whole scale is guaranteed for one year (excluding the wear parts). 
2. can be customized, fast delivery. 
3. Provide technical training. 
4. The world responds within 12 hours, providing professional technical support and solving 
problems within 48 hours. 
5. Vozhong provides lifelong service for products of normal life. 

high temperature crane scale 
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Optional range: 3T 5T 10T 20T 30T 
Vozhong brand high temperature resistant wireless electronic crane scale 
Variety of wireless weighing instruments are available 

Please contact customer for more than 30T range information.） 

 
 
9              XK3901-UP Precious Metal Special Hook Scale 

 
OCS-XT-XS (XK3901-UP, GJ) type electronic crane scale product features: 
The high-precision wireless digital transmission electronic crane scale is characterized by 
high precision according to the precious metal transaction settlement requirements. It has a 
wireless digital transmission hook scale product specially designed by our company for 
customer needs. Using SMI technology, fine workmanship, fast weighing and fast, with 
advanced wireless instrument display, its sales have been high for many years, causing a 
lot of competition from competitors, want to imitate, but can not match. There is no doubt 
that the quality is good, and the service is better. 
 
Technical Parameters: 
Model  OCS-

3t 
OCS-
5t 

OCS-
10t 

OCS-
20t 

OCS-
30t 

OCS-
50t 

OCS-
100t 

Scale 
body 
sizes 

A 610 620 712 897 977 1500 1800 

B 285 305 316 380 398 900 1200 
C 270 270 270 295 320 320 400 

Max weigh(kg) 3,000 5,000 10,000 20,000 30,000 50,000 100,000 
Weight(kg) 34 37 50 101 150 300 1000 
Graduationvalue(kg) 1 2 5 10 10 20 50 
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Power Scale,meter Rechargeable DC6V3600Mah (normal standby 200 hours) 
Wireless 
transmission 

Open area >200M - 500M 

Overloaded audible 
alarm 

Y 

Printer 16-line needle type EPSON micro printer 
Working 
temperature 

—40℃—+60℃ 

Safety factor 200% of maximum weighing 
LCD Use luminescent liquid crystal display, clear degrees 

Tare range 100%LS(Max. weighing) Accuracy grade OMIL(Ⅲ) 

Other features 
● Intelligent analysis and judgment, with automatic sleep automatic shutdown function to 
extend battery life and save energy 
● SMI process with automatic protection 
● Advanced surface mount technology, reliable machine and lower failure rate 
● New functional design 
●The door is called a raised structure. When the door is opened or closed, it can be directly 
pushed and pulled by hand, which is very convenient and avoids the collision of the outside 
door. 
● Easy pull battery design 
● The battery adopts compact push-pull type, which is more convenient to load and unload 
the battery. 
● Lazy power supply design 
● Add the remote control battery switch board inside the battery compartment, you can turn 
off the power at any time to avoid the trouble of removing the battery every time you use it. 
● It can also connect large screens, computers and other external devices, and can also 
print the company's head, steel specifications and other functions, which is more 
convenient to operate. 
 
Remarks Service Description: 
● 30-ton tonnage OCS series, all using T-type microchip sensors (free warranty for eight 
years), making weighing work more accurate and stable. 
 
● The scale body instrument adopts automatic protection function XK3901-10P type, 
XK3902-UP type, CX09P-1 type, new display instrument, which is more durable and 
durable. 
 
● The large-tonnage electronic crane scale of 30 tons or more must be ordered seven 
working days in advance, and the detailed price and product specifications are indicated on 
the contract. 
 
● Reliable after-sales service, because the products used by your company are in the city 
where the manufacturer is located, so the company can guarantee the after-sales 
guarantee that your company is satisfied in time. 
 
● The company's products are of high quality and low price, and the products are superior 
to other similar products in actual use. 
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● Each product produced by our company has a service file and implements tracking 
service. 
 
● After-sales personnel to determine the quality reasons in a timely manner, and quickly 
give a solution to the problem, can be handled at that time, at that time, can not be 
processed at the time, with the consent of the customer, take all measures that can be 
implemented to ensure the operation of the equipment. If you need to replace spare parts 
or equipment, we promise unconditional replacement, all spare parts are free during the 
warranty period. 

 
 
10    Double-Shell High Temperature Anti-Magnetic Hanging Scale 

 
OCS-XT-XS (SRT series) electronic crane scale features: 
 
Vozhong brand double-shell heat-insulating anti-collision type wireless electronic crane 
scale features: double-shell, heat insulation, anti-magnetic, dust-proof, anti-corrosion, anti-
collision, high temperature resistance, etc. It is fully suitable for strong magnetic high-
temperature acid-base corrosion in electrolytic aluminum industry. High dust environment. 
Double-shell heat-insulating anti-collision type electronic crane scale is a new type of 
intelligent electronic crane scale that our company is researching and summarizing the 
advantages and disadvantages of electronic crane scales, especially in the harsh 
environment. Customer practice has proven to be incomparable with other types of 
electronic crane scales. 
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Use environment: 
The liquid metal of 1600-1800 ° C can be lifted and weighed in an environment of -30 to 
120 ° C. It is not affected by the magnetic field strength of 2.5~3 Oersted and the dusty 
environment. The distance between the high temperature resistant scale body and the ladle 
solution is 1400°C--1.8m 1600°C--2.0m. The series of electronic crane scales are accurate 
in weighing, rich in functions, simple in operation and various in configuration. They are 
widely used in steel, casting, electrolytic aluminum workshop ladle, ladle, electrolytic 
aluminum bag and electromagnetic chuck, etc. Heavy OCS high temperature anti-magnetic 
electronic crane scale is mainly used for weighing and measuring of high temperature and 
strong magnetic and dusty environments such as steel rolling, smelting, aluminum water 
ladle, ladle, electrolytic aluminum, electrolytic copper, electromagnetic suction cup crane 
and electric furnace iron making. High-temperature anti-magnetic electronic crane scales 
have specifications of 1t, 3t, 5t, 10t, 15t, 20t, 30t, 40t, 50t, 100t, 120t, etc., and the precision 
has reached the OIML (III) commercial scale standard. 
 
Double-shell insulation anti-collision wireless electronic crane scale detailed 
technical parameters 

Power Meter  Rechargeable lithium iron phosphate large capacity 
3600mah battery (more than 2 years working life) 

Scale 
body 

Rechargeable lithium iron phosphate super large capacity 
8600mah battery (more than 2 years working life) 

Wireless 
transmission 

Open area >500M - 800M  

Overloaded 
audible alarm 

Y 

Printer 16-line needle type EPSON note micro printer 
Work  
temperature 

-40℃- +80℃ 

Safety factor 200% of maximum weighing 
LCD Use luminescent liquid crystal display, clear degrees 
Specification  3T, 5T, 10T, 15T, 20T, 30T, 50T, 100T 
Tare range 50%LS(Max. weighing) Accuracy grade: International 

OMIL(Ⅲ) 

 
Other features 
● Intelligent instrument, powerful with automatic sleep automatic shutdown control, 
extending battery life, energy saving and environmental protection 
● SMI process, compatibility, stability, and fast data processing 
● New weighing requirements design to meet the requirements of most customers' 
weighing functions 
● The door is designed with a raised rotary switch. When the door is opened or closed, it 
can be directly pushed and pulled by hand. It is convenient to replace the battery and has 
anti-collision function. 
● Easy-pull battery compartment design with built-in top plate spring to prevent vibration 
damage to the battery 
● The battery compartment can be connected to external devices such as large screens 
and computers. It can print the company's head, steel model specifications and other 
functions. 
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● Imported sensors with the latest technology of double thread, high precision and long-
term stability 
The sensor detailed technical parameters 

Sensitivity 2.00±0.010 
Nonlinear ±0.03%FS 

Hysteresis ±0.03%FS 
Repeatability ±0.02%FS 

Creep ±0.03%FS 
Zero output ±1.00%FS 

Zero temperature coefficient ±0.03%FS/10℃ 

Rated output temperature coefficient ±0.03%FS/10℃ 

Input resistance 385±10 

Output resistance 350±3 
Operating temperature range -50℃～1600℃(working distance 

1.6m) 

Safety overload 170%F.S 
connecting cables Ø5.4(6)*5m(10)m 
 

OCS-XT-XS（VOZ-UP900）Electronic crane scale list 

Name Quantity Unit Remarks 
Scale body 1 Set This list is for the standard 

wireless industrial and mining 
enterprise-specific electronic 
crane scale factory configuration, 
optional any type of wireless 
digital intelligent display large 
screen, computer weighing 
software and other accessories 
 

Instrument box 1 Pc 

Instrument UP type 1 Set 
Charging connection 
line 

2 Pc 

Ribbon  2 Pcs 
433M antenna 2 pc 
Printer paper 10 Roll 
Wireless dual AD 1 Unit 

scale battery 2 Pc 

Intelligent charge 1 Set 

Small handcart 1 Unit 
Scale cover 1 Pc 
Certificate and repair 
card 

1 Pc 

Operating manual 1 Pc  
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11                      Wireless Electronic Hook Scale 

 
Electronic hook scale configuration diagram 

1.Industrial crane hook scale 

◆ Compact design: Hook scale is a measuring equipment specially developed for lifting 

measurement with restricted lifting space. Adopt double sensor bearing force makes the 
measurement accuracy more accurate, and the double anti-shedding protection measures 
make it more overloadable. 

◆Standard certification: All technical indicators of Vozhong hook scale meet international 

scale standards. Compared with similar products at home and abroad, it has the 
advantages of convenient operation, accurate measurement, high resolution, convenient 
maintenance, reliable signal transmission, low failure rate and high temperature resistance. 

◆ Scope of application: It is especially suitable for occasions where the lifting height is 

strictly required. Such as the weighing of containers in railway systems, the measurement 
of cranes in low-rise buildings, the steel market of steel mills, foundry smelting, port 
terminals, papermaking, fisheries, etc. 

◆ Specification division: 3t, 5t, 10t, 16t, 20t, 32t, 36t, 40t, 50t, 75t, 80t, 100t, 120t. 

 
Technical Parameters:  
a. System stabilization time (corresponding time): When the actual division value is 1e, the 
reading stabilization time is less than 5 seconds. 
b. Safety overload: 200% F.S limit overload: 400% F.S 
c. Zero range: 20% F.S 
d. Wireless data transmission device: wireless transmission of 100 to 500 meters without 
obstruction. If you have special needs, you can increase it to about 1000 meters. 
e. Launcher power supply: 3.2V/8Ah, rechargeable iron phosphate battery. 
f. Weighing instrument technical indicators: portable AC and DC instrument; 
g. 8-bit LED liquid crystal display (word height 25MM, with backlight). English cursor, tare, 
gross weight, net weight, date, time, etc., gross weight zero indication. 
h.16 key, including number keys and function keys, the keys have sound feedback. 8-digit 
identification number input, displayed by identification number, cumulative weight 
adjustment, cumulative weight printing automatic diagnosis, automatic zero tracking, 
dynamic detection and digital filtering. 
i. Display graduation number: 1000-10, optional, graduation value: 0.5-20kg. 
J.9999 segment data storage (serial number, time, gross weight, tare weight, net weight). 
Real-time clock circuit, power-off protection, battery backup RAM, long-term data storage. 
k. Built-in micro-needle printer (Epson brand) 
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Sensor technical indicators: 
a. Sensitivity: 2.00±0.010, Nonlinearity: ±0.03% FS, Hysteresis: ±0.03% FS 
b. Repeatability: ±0.02% FS, creep: ±0.03% FS, zero output: ±1.00% FS 
c. Zero temperature coefficient: ±0.03%FS/10°C, rated output temperature coefficient: 
±0.03%FS/10°C 
d. Input resistance: 385±10, output resistance: 350±3 
e. Operating temperature range: -50 ° C ~ 150 ° C, safety overload: 170% F.S 
f. Ultimate overload: 400% F.S, connecting cable: Φ5.4(6)*5m(10)m 

◆Weighing System Functions And Features 

1. A/D adopts 24-bit high-precision low-noise chip, and about 1 million inner code ensures 
accurate weighing; 
2. The instrument CPU adopts ultra-low-power single-chip microcomputer, which can work 
for 3 days or more with one charge; 
3. Wireless double direction control, the normal communication distance is more than 150 
meters to control the scale body is turned on and off; 
4. Large-screen dot matrix display, can display all English, numbers, and various symbols, 
with backlight; 
5. Dot matrix printer, can print all English, numbers and various symbols; 
6. Adopt 64 channel wireless module to ensure no frequency interference; 
7.AD transmitter and instrument adopt intelligent power management to extend battery 
working time; 
8. Intelligent dynamic filtering to solve the problem of inaccurate weighing due to object 
shake; 
9. The meter and AD can be replaced, no need to recalibrate; 
10. Multiple print formats to facilitate weighing data statistics; 
11. Accessories can be equipped with wired or wireless large screen, computer weighing 
management software; 
12. Additional unit price input program can automatically calculate the total price of the 
goods to facilitate the buying and selling of goods. 

 

◆Direct view scale function features 

OCS-XT-XZ (G series) steel shell direct display electronic crane scale features: 
The direct view electronic crane scale is the data that can be displayed intuitively on 

the scale body. It is widely used in the market, logistics warehouse, factory workshop 
and other fields. It is mainly used for weighing the material in and out and weighing the 
finished product. It is convenient and fast, and has been favored by users all the time. 

◆Detailed parameter description: 

The product specifications are 3T, 5T, 10T, 15T, 20T, 30T. Performance indicators comply 
with international OIML (III) scale standards. Applicable to metallurgy, railway, warehousing, 
ports, industrial and mining enterprises. 

◆ Product advantages: 

(1) The direct view electronic crane scale has good dynamic weighing performance, and 
does not affect the weighing effect due to the shaking of heavy objects. 
(2) Automatic voltage display for power on and off. 
(3) High precision and high stability due to internal resolution of 1,000,000. 
(4) Automatic shutdown function to prevent battery damage caused by shutdown. 
(5) Overload, underload reminder display, low voltage alarm, alarm when the battery 
capacity is less than 10%. 
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(6) The direct electronic crane scale has high integration and high reliability. 
(7) With wireless remote control for easy operation. 
(8) Accumulation, automatic accumulation, peeling, long-distance peeling, and numerical 
maintenance. 
(9) The hook ring is chrome-plated, smooth and rust-proof. 
(10) The direct view electronic crane scale is made of steel shell and is more durable. 
(11) 6V scale-free maintenance-free large-capacity lead-acid battery has a long working 
time (4500Amh-6500 Amh) 

◆OCS-XT-XZ (S series) features: 

The direct view electronic crane scale is the data that can be displayed intuitively on the 
scale body. It is widely used in the market, logistics warehouse, factory workshop and other 
fields. It is mainly used for weighing the material in and out and weighing the finished 
product. It is convenient and fast, and has been favored by users all the time. 
Zhengzhou Vozhong Electronic Weighing Apparatus Co., Ltd. is an early manufacturer of 
direct-display electronic hanging scales in China. It has nearly 20 years of production and 
R&D experience and is one of the domestic manufacturers of weighing equipment with high 
cost performance. 

◆Detailed parameter description: 

The product specifications are 3T, 5T, 10T, 15T, 20T, 30T. Performance indicators comply 
with international OIML (III) scale standards. Applicable to metallurgy, railway, warehousing, 
ports, industrial and mining enterprises. 

◆ Product advantages: 

(1) Good dynamic weighing performance, which will not affect the accuracy due to weighing 
and shaking; 
(2) All-steel scale body, strong resistance to bumping and anti-interference; 
(3) Higher integrated electronics with higher stability; 
(4) Store memory function, you can view the overload record; 
(5) The index value can be adjusted according to the weight of the object; 
(6) Anti-magnetic field, strong environmental adaptability; 
(7) LED is suitable for indoor use, LCD (liquid crystal) is suitable for outdoor sunlight; 
(8) Adopting electronic chip inductive sensor with high precision and strong repeatability; 
(9) Remote control switch function 
(10) Optional large screen display 
(11) The safety factor is high and can exceed 200% of the approved tonnage. 
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12                     Wireless Digital Electronic Hook Scale 

 
OCS-XT-GT series hook scale features: 
Meter type electronic hook scale is a measuring equipment specially developed for 

lifting measurement with restricted lifting space.. It does not reduce the lifting height of 
the original crane, there is no height loss, and the dual sensor bearing force makes the 
metering precision further improved. Adopt double anti-shedding safety protection 
measures makes the safety overload capability stronger. The OCS-XX-GT wireless 
digital hook head scale is especially suitable for occasions where the lifting height is 
strictly required. For example, container weighing of railway system goods, metering of 
cranes in low-rise buildings, etc. 

◆Detailed parameter description: 

Our company specializes in the design and development of special measuring equipment 
for lifting space limited lifting weight measurement. It does not reduce the lifting height of 
the original crane, there is no height loss, and the dual sensor bearing force makes the 
metering precision further improved. And the use of double anti-shedding safety protection 
measures makes the safety overload capability stronger. The OCS-XX-GT wireless digital 
hook head scale is especially suitable for occasions where the lifting height is strictly 
required. For example, container weighing of railway system goods, metering of cranes in 
low-rise buildings, etc. 
OCS-XT-GT wireless digital hook head scale can be widely used in railway freight yards, 
port terminals, transportation, steel metallurgy, industrial and mining enterprises and other 
fields of cargo loading and unloading, material in and out statistics, process flow 
measurement, trade settlement measurement. 
Specifications: 10t, 16t, 20t, 32t, 36t, 40t, 50t, 75t, 80t, 100t, 120t. 

◆Technical indicators: 

(1) Accuracy level: OIML III. 
(2) System reading stabilization time (response time): t < 10 seconds. 
(3) Automatic sleep: The scale body saves power, and the timeout automatically shuts 
down. 
(4) Safety overload: ≥600% F.S. 
(5) Wireless data transmission device: the transmission distance is not less than 200m. 
(6) The main advantages of OCS-XT-GT wireless digital hook head scale: no reduction of 
the lifting height of the original crane, no height loss, double anti-shedding safety measures, 
strong safety overload capability, dual sensor bearing capacity, high measurement 
accuracy . 
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13               Shoulder Pole Crane Scale(Two Scales In One) 
OCS-XT-XS (XK3902-UP, RC) type shoulder pole scales features: 

 
The application field is for the weighing and measuring occasions of double or 

multi-scale in the environment of metallurgy, casting, non-ferrous metal smelting and 
other industries such as ladle, electrolytic aluminum water bag or electromagnetic 
suction cup, ultra-long super wide profile.  

Option 1: Directly use the standard ORS electronic crane scales, two scales or one 
scale. This method does not require any modification on site, high measurement 
accuracy, simple maintenance and repair, and the disadvantage is that there is a certain 
height loss, which is not suitable for occasions with limited lifting height. Generally, 
customers in this way use more. 

Option 2: Two hook head scales are used to directly transform on the pulley block. 
This method is also a standard product, with high measurement accuracy and no height 
loss, suitable for occasions with limited lifting height. The disadvantage is the need for 
on-site renovation. 

 
Technical Parameters: 
1. Weighing data is transmitted wirelessly to the ground control room and can 

upload data to the computer. 
2. Wsing double direction communication information technology, wireless 

frequency can be modified by ground instruments 
3. With large screen display function 
4. With overload limit function 
5. Wanually confirm the gross weight, tare weight, automatically generate net 

weight 
6. Uery the output by shift or date, print the report 
7. Simple structure, easy to install, suitable for on-site construction 
8. Simple maintenance, easy to operate 
9. Working environment: normal temperature or high temperature workshop 

environment 
10. Working environment temperature: -20 ° C ~ 80 ° C 
11. Scale body working temperature range: -20 ° C ~ 80 ° C 
12. Working mode: continuous work. 
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Zhengzhou Vozhong Electronic Weighing Apparatus Co., Ltd.  

Contact ways: 
 
 

Tel：  Foreign trade depart 1: 0086-371-6666 7870 

          Foreign trade depart 2: 0086-371-6666 7872 
          Foreign trade depart 3: 0086-371-6666 5502 
 

 Fax：0086-371-63897593 

 
Mobile: 008618237122158 
 
Skype: vozhong-Kevin Lu 
 
Domestic toll-free Tel : 400-678-2518 
 
Email: sales@vozhong.com 
 
Website: www.vozhong.com 
 
Address: 36 Longding Enterprise Center, Hongsong Road, High&new Zone, Zhengzhou City, China. 
Postcode: 450004 

 

 

ATE 
01-ISO. 02-AAA credit enterprise.        03-Safety management system certificate 
04-Environmental Management System Certificate.     05-Baidu Security Alliance Certificate 
06-Crane scale license.    07-FRID intelligent weighing system patent.   08-Loader scale weighing 
system patent.09-Wireless crane scale patent.  10-New crane scale patent.  
11-Fixed speed casting crane scale metering system patent.12-Weighing IoT platform patent. 
13-Artificial fog system patent.14-Vozhong trademark certificate.15-Institutional credit code 
16-Original tax registration.17-Original business license.18-Bank of China account opening permit 
19-Original organization code 
 


